parisonto thebodydrag,flowsmoothness aroundthe body,reductionof noise generated by flowinteraction with thesurfacc. Forexample, substantial reduction of noiseproduced by a supersonic jet exhausting froma CD nozzlecanbeobtainedby usinga porouscenterbodyinstead of a solidcenterbody. This approach was proposed in theinvention of Dr. L. Maestrello [4] ,and someexperimental acoustic testresultswerepresented in hispaper [5] .
A third research application connected with permeablesurfaces is parachute theoryandexperiments (see [6] [7] [8] ). In contrast totheprevious cases, intheparachute theory, different approximations forboundary condition formulationusethe presence of a substantial normal impulsecomponent to thesurface whichis comparable with the transverse component.
Thegoalof theresearch presented is to obtainmore uniformflowparameter distributions at the nozzle exit forreduction ofjet noise andsimultaneously toincrease the nozzle thrust. The mainmechanism of interaction ofpressure waves with solidandpermeable nozzle wall leads tointerference ofcontrarysigned waves (compressionandrarefaction) fromthesolidwallandliplineportions. As a result,reflected shockwaves interactwith rarefaction waves andbecome weaker. Hence, the gas flowismoreuniform.Wehaveassumed that thiseffect will favournoisereductiongenerated by the exhaust jet. Applicationof permeable shellsor mainnozzles, in someeases, increases thenozzle thrust. Theexperimentalandnumerical simulation resultsobtained, in general, confirmthisassumption. for Pl = P2 = P and ql = q2 = q these coefficients are:
In accordance with formulae (1. shell, 2) with perforated shelil and 3) with solid shell.
All these designs were tested with the two nozzle pressure ratios: NPR=2.5 and 4.5. In addition, in the case lb, an additional test with NPR=3.5 was conducted.
These cases are enumeratecI in Table 1 shell application in all observation angles. In Figure  8 , the narrowband spectral density vs frequency is shown for both cases, and in Figure  9 , 1/3-octave band spectral density vs frequency is shown for the same cases.
Note that in the best cases for the nozzle with con- Figure   10 (Mach contours) and Figure 11 (pressure contours).
The mean flow evaluation allows us to draw the following conclusions:
1. The permeable cylinder shell can be used as a facility for smoothing of the supersonic jet exhausted at the off-design conditions (for both overexpanded jet and underexpanded jet). The intensity of barrel-shaped shock waves decreases substantially when a permeable cylinder shell is used. Barrel-shaped shock waves for case I are seen clearly (the upper picture in Figure 10) and these shock waves have almost disappeared for the cases II and III (the middle and lower pictures in Figure   10 ). The cause of the flow smoothness can be explained by the fact that pressure along the wall inside the permeable shell changes downstream of the nozzle exit to the value of the external pressure (in the ambient air).
At the same time, for the impermeable shell the jet exhausted from the shell is essentially overexpanded.
(Compare the cases II, III with the case I in Figure 10 ). In the next paragraph, we will discuss the present approach for jet noise calculation.
Thrust Calculation
In accordance with traditional thrust definition, introduce P and the corresponding nondimensional value T as: 
where '°:
where _ is the specific heat ratio, cI is the friction coeffi- 
